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Vancouver coach JAN CARLEY’s popular book 

HARMONY FROM THE INSIDE OUT now released in 3
rd

 edition 

with Bonus 50-Page Action Guide Download 
  

“Jan is Canada’s Ben Zander (The Art of Possibility).  Read this book – your life will thank you!” 
- Carollyne Conlinn, 2009 Canadian Coach of the Year 

 

Creative Coaching Group Publishing is proud to announce publication of the 3rd Edition of HARMONY FROM THE 

INSIDE OUT – Creating and Living your Performance Potential, by Vancouver coach and author, Jan Carley.  This 

revised 3rd edition comes with a Bonus 50-page Action Guide download.    

 

HARMONY FROM THE INSIDE OUT champions the taking of an “appreciative approach” and by identification of 

what is working in ones life and then building on ones strengths, one can create and implement transformative new 

possibilities. The book inspires individuals to realize their signature brilliance, connect with their deepest, most fabulous 

self, get rid of their self-imposed barriers to success and as a result, live into their peak potential. With chapters such as: 

The “A” Game – Living in Possibility; Why Not? Eliminating Your Limiting Beliefs; and Getting in Tune - Clearing 
your Inner Static, Harmony from the Inside Out will help you create and live the life you love.  

“I highly recommend Jan Carley’s Harmony from the Inside Out. An avid and championship-level performer as a 
Barbershop singer, Jan has put together a fascinating approach to reaching for your full potential. - Dr. John Scherer, 

author of 5 Questions that Change Everything 

Known in the Lower Mainland for her dedication and work in the professional arts community, Jan shifted her career at 

mid - life and is now an Internationally credentialed Professional Executive Coach and sought-after coach, speaker, and 

workshop facilitator. Known also as the “Inner Coach of Barbershop”, Jan has coached thousands of singers from the 

“inside out” to create powerful results and positive shifts both individually and in their group chorus culture.     

The extensive coaching work Jan has done globally with high level a cappella choruses inspired her to create these 
easily applied principles, possibility-rich concepts and experiential exercises so that anyone could begin to access and 

ultimately maximize their performance potential. This book is certainly not just for singers - the content and exercises in 

this book will inspire anyone to access their brilliance within, create key shifts and exponentially add more joy to their 

life.  

 

Jan is a passionate believer in the power of positivity and possibility and believes that “there is no magic formula – 

there is nothing you need to buy, assemble, or otherwise put together to achieve harmony from the inside out 

…everything you need you already have inside. Sometimes we just need a little help to access the “how” in order to 

nurture and celebrate our brilliance which is what this book will give to you.”  

 

Harmony from the Inside Out is available in Vancouver at  BOOK WAREHOUSE  632 W. Broadway  

Or purchase online at www.harmonyfromtheinsideout.com 

Bulk Sales Orders through admin@creativecoachinggroup.com  
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